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Abstract. With the advancement in computing, sensing, and vehicle
electronics, autonomous vehicles are being realized. For autonomous
driving, environment perception sensors such as radars, lidars, and vision
sensors play core roles as the eyes of a vehicle; therefore, their reliability
cannot be compromised. In this work, we present a spoofing by relaying
attack, which can not only induce illusions in the lidar output but can
also cause the illusions to appear closer than the location of a spoofing
device. In a recent work, the former attack is shown to be effective, but
the latter one was never shown. Additionally, we present a novel satura-
tion attack against lidars, which can completely incapacitate a lidar from
sensing a certain direction. The effectiveness of both the approaches is
experimentally verified against Velodyne’s VLP-16.

Keywords: Attack · Autonomous car · Sensor · Lidar · Saturating ·
Spoofing

1 Introduction

Of late, in the automotive industry, there is a trend shift towards autonomous
vehicles. Most of the major automotive manufacturers have researched and/or
invested in this technology and even companies outside the vehicular domain
are considering autonomous vehicles as profitable future business ventures. In
realizing autonomous vehicles, especially environment perception sensors such
as radars, object-recognizing cameras, ultrasonic sensors, and lidars are critical;
major sensor manufacturers (e.g. Velodyne, IBEO, and Mobileye) are attracting
as much attention as the vehicle manufacturers.

Among the various environment perception sensors, the lidar, the target sen-
sor in this work, has its own advantages that cannot be found in the other
sensors. Compared to the current automotive radars and cameras, lidars have a
considerably higher resolution and precision. Lidars can work both at daytime
and nighttime unlike cameras, and can also recognize lanes, license plates, and
street signs due to their retro-reflective surfaces [3]. These exclusive strengths
render the lidar essential in autonomous driving platforms; they can be found
on almost all autonomous vehicles except Tesla [17].
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Fig. 1. Simplified illustration of a three-layer lidar operation.

Although they are beneficial, lidars may be vulnerable to intentional exter-
nal interferences, because they must be exposed to the outside. If the lidar in an
autonomous vehicle is deceived by an attacker, it can lead to lethal outcomes,
similar to a blind driver or a driver viewing illusions. Despite these risks, secu-
rity against such threats are not being considered in the design of automotive
lidars. In fact, during Black Hat Europe 2015, Petit et al. presented a work on
remotely tempering a camera (Mobileye C2-270) and a lidar (IBEO LUX 3),
with light [30]. Against the target lidar, they successfully induced multiple fake
dots—sensed points that are not from real objects, but generated by the injected
signal—in a wall-like shape by relaying and replaying the received lidar pulses
with an intentionally added delay; they even induced multiple copies of the wall-
like shape by repeating the waveform. However, they were only able to induce
fake dots, further than the location of spoofer (this has even been specified as a
limitation of their work). This is a critical limitation as an attack because the
further the object is, the lesser is its effect on the victim vehicle. Therefore, at
the time of spoofing, the most threatening object to the victim vehicle would
not be the induced fake dots, but the attacker herself.

In this work, we have addressed such limitations. We demonstrated that it
is possible to induce fake dots closer than the spoofer location. We also detail
the actual attack process, which is considerably more complex than that of
the previous work, such that the described process and parametric setup would
be sufficient for other researchers to reproduce this work. Note that, inducing
closer fake dots would not be possible without such detailed understanding of
the process. Apart from the aforementioned contributions, we present a novel
saturation attack against the lidars. By illuminating the lidar with a strong light
of the same wavelength as that the lidar uses, we can actually erase the existing
objects in the sensed output of the lidar. This approach was inspired by the
work of Park et al., wherein they blinded a drop sensor in a medical infusion
pump and rendered it unable to sense the fluid drops [29]. We also discovered
that curved reception glass, which a number of off-the-shelve lidars adopt, can
pose a severe threat to the lidar due to refraction/reflection. The target lidar
we used to show the effectiveness of our attack was Velodyne’s VLP-16, which
was never analyzed previously. In addition, we discuss practical aspects of the
presented attacks along with several detailed scenarios. We also present multiple
approaches to mitigate our attacks, and their limitations. Our contributions can
be summarized as follows:
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• We present the process of inducing fake dots closer than the spoofer location.
This was considered to be impossible in the previous work.

• We introduce a saturation attack against the lidars, which can incapacitate
a lidar from detecting objects.

• We present the attack process in considerable details for reproducibility.
• We discuss, in-depth, the resolution of problems pertaining to the deployment

of attacks in reality, with detailed attack scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
required backgrounds for understanding this work. Section 3 presents the attack
schemes for both attacks, and Sect. 4 the attack results. Sections 5 and 6 include
the discussions and the related works, respectively. Finally, we conclude the
study in Sect. 7.

2 Background

2.1 Lidar

Lidar is an active remote sensing method, or a sensor using this method to mea-
sure the distances to nearby objects. Here, active sensing is a way of analyzing
the target of interest by exposing it to the energy (or signal) intentionally trans-
mitted by the sensor itself. It is distinguished from the opposite, passive sensing,
which examines the target of interest only by receiving energy from it. Remote
sensing is a way of analyzing the target of interest without physical contact;
examples include the telescope, radar, and seismometer.

The lidar was devised shortly after the advent of the laser, as a laser ranging
device for the lunar laser ranging experiment [2]. Since then, it has been widely
applied in fields such as meteorology [11], agriculture [40], topography [43], and
altimetry [23]. Since the adoption of the lidar as one of the sensory systems for
the test vehicle in the DARPA-funded Autonomous Land Vehicle project [31], its
usage has expanded to advanced driver assistance systems [4,8] and autonomous
driving platforms [10,14].

Limiting the scope of the environment perception sensors to automotive sys-
tems, there are roughly two types of lidars: scanning and solid-state. Scanning
lidars are mainly composed of a/multiple laser transceiver(s) and a moving rotary
system for scanning; they acquire an around-view by rotating the laser trans-
ceiver. However, the moving parts of scanning lidars contribute to its high cost
and are limited in their reliability/durability. In contrast, solid-state lidars do
not require moving parts for steering their laser beams. Although affordable
solid-state lidars with acceptable performances are the ultimate goal of lidar
manufacturers, currently, scanning lidars are dominant in the market due to lack
of technical advancements, and solid-state lidars with equivalent performances
are generally considered as the next-generation lidars [1,12,33]. Therefore, we
confine our interest to scanning lidars only; in most cases, scanning lidars are
denoted as lidars, for the rest of this work.
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The working of a lidar is similar to that of a pulsed radar, and is quite simple.
First, a lidar transmits a laser pulse, while spinning. When the transmitted pulse
hits an object, a part of the transmitted energy reflects back to the lidar, as an
echo. Note that, there can be multiple echoes, when the object does not fully
block the transmitted pulse, possibly resulting in multiple echoes. Then, the
echo(es) are received by the lidar, and the elapsed time (Δt) is measured. As
light has a known constant speed (c) in air, the lidar can derive the distance (l)
to the object using the following equation:

l = cΔt/2 (1)

The lidar can also determine the direction in which the pulse is transmitted,
from the rotation angle of its spin. Knowing both the direction and the distance,
the lidar can map points. The lidar rotates to cover its field of view, resulting
in a point cloud, i.e., the set of all the measured points. Multi-layer lidars either
have multiple copies of this system with vertical slant angles between them or
they also scan vertically. Figure 1 illustrates the operation of a multi-layer lidar.

As the pulses are transmitted periodically, there are ambiguities in determin-
ing the elapsed time of the received echoes. Assuming that an echo was received,
after the last pulse was transmitted, and that the elapsed time is Δt, the echo
can either be that of the last transmitted pulse or of one of the previous pulses’.
Denoting the Pulse Repetition Time (PRT) as T , the elapsed time can be any
of Δt+nT . Therefore, to limit uncertainties, lidars and pulsed radars define the
receiving time (Δtmax) and dead time (D). Whenever a pulse is transmitted, a
lidar waits for its echoes, for the duration of the receiving time, and every echo
received in that interval is considered as that of the last transmitted pulse. After
the receiving time ends, the lidar ignores all the incoming pulses for the duration
of the dead time; then, the next pulse is transmitted. This establishes the rela-
tionship, Δtmax+D = T ; the maximum distance (lmax) of a lidar can be derived
using Eq. (1) to be lmax = cΔtmax/2. Figure 2 illustrates these relationships.

Additionally, for a lidar, a wide receiving angle (size of the receiver aperture)
is not required, if it is precisely calibrated. Only the echoes falling into the receiv-
ing angle can effectively affect the sensing result. The receiving aperture needs
to cover the direction of the pulse transmission only during the maximum round-
trip time (Δtmax) of the light pulse. Thus, we can derive the minimum required
receiving angle (ΘR [◦]) from the rotating speed (ω [◦/s]) and the maximum
distance of the lidar, as per the following equation:

ΘR = Δtmax · ω =
2lmax

c
· ω [◦] (2)

Because the rotating speed of a lidar is numerically much smaller than that of
light (ω � c), and the maximum distance is in the range of several hundred
meters, the minimum required receiving angle is very small. For example, this
value is only 0.0048◦ 1 for the Velodyne’s VLP-16.

1 2·100/3e8 [s]×360·20 [◦/s]. Note that 20 Hz is the maximum update rate of VLP-16.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the PRT,
receiving time, and dead time.

Fig. 3. Typical transition curve of a
sensor and input-output relationships
in the three regions of the curve: the
silent (①), linear (②), and saturation
(③) regions.

2.2 Sensor Attacks

Although it is not long since sensor attacks drew significant attention from the
security academia, several researchers have studied various approaches in com-
promising the sensors and defending them. Given diverse types of attack channels
for sensor attacks, Shin et al. [34] classified them into three types: regular, trans-
mission, and side channel. Regular channel attacks target the sensing structure
using the same type of physical quantity sensed by the victim sensor, e.g. sound
wave for a microphone. Side channel attacks likewise target the sensing struc-
ture as in regular channel attacks, but use a physical quantity other than the
one sensed by the target sensor, as in the case where Son et al. [37] affected gyro-
scope sensing results with acoustic stimuli. Lastly, transmission channel attacks
influence the channel connecting the sensing structure and the other parts of
the system. For example, Foo Kune et al. intentionally induced electromagnetic
interference (EMI) in the wire connecting an analog sensor and an amplifier to
overwrite the sensor output [9]. For the rest of this paper, we focus on the regu-
lar channel attack, because the following two types of attacks against lidars all
belong to that type.

Sensor Saturating
All sensors can be viewed as a form of transducers because they convert one type
of inbound physical quantity into another type (mostly electric). Although it is
ideal for transducers (particularly for sensors) to have linear transition curve,
a certain degree of nonlinearity is inevitable. Figure 3 depicts a typical sensor
transition curve, and its input range can be divided into three regions. First, the
silent region is an input range below the threshold of the sensor. The threshold
also can be called the “Limit of Detection”, because input signals below the
threshold will not be detected. Thus, the output of the sensor will be the same
as that for a zero input signal, which is natural because every sensor has a limited
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sensitivity. Second is the linear region, which is the intended operation region
or the dynamic range of the sensor. By design, all sensors should be guaranteed
to work in this region, because the output is proportional to the input only in
this region. As the input increases over the “Limit of Linearity”, the saturation
region starts. In this region, the curve again becomes nonlinear, and the sensor
cannot reflect the input changes well.

The principle of saturating is to push the overall level of the input signal (②)
into the saturation region (③), in order to render the sensor unable to reflect
the variations in the legitimate input signal. As shown in Fig. 3, an attacker can
incapacitate a sensor by exposing it to excessive stimuli (② → ③).

Sensor Spoofing
Different from saturating, whose goal is the denial-of-service (DoS), the goal
of the sensor spoofing is to deceive the victim sensor. The attacker deceives
the victim sensor by exposing it to the attacking signal which simulates the
circumstance that the attacker wants the sensor to believe. Simulating a fake
circumstance exploits the semantic gap between what the circumstance really is
and how the sensor perceives it to be. For example, an earthquake and a child
shaking a seismometer are totally different, but it can seem similar to the sensor.
Therefore, fabricating reality itself, e.g. spoofing a smoke detector by generating
a real smoke, is not considered sensor spoofing.

For active sensors, in particular, sensor spoofing can be performed in more
specialized forms. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, active sensors expose the target of
examination to their own energy; an active sensor can take a particular wave-
form (ping waveform) to differentiate its echoes from the other inbound signals.
Therefore, the attacker should first acquire the ping waveform, and then relay it
after an intentionally inserted delay to affect the victim sensor; this is called sen-
sor spoofing by relaying. Besides, the received ping waveform can be duplicated
during relaying, to amplify the effect.

The advantage of sensor spoofing is that it is not easy for the victim sensor
to determine whether it is real or not. In many cases, it is almost impossible to
detect the attack without external aids.

3 Attack Methods

3.1 Target System

We assume that the target is a scanning lidar system exposed to the exterior
due to its role as an environment perception sensor. Although we focus on lidars
for autonomous driving applications because attacking them leads to the most
severe outcomes, the following attack schemes can also be applied to lidars for
other types of applications, as long as they operate similarly.

For the case of inducing fake dots closer than the spoofer location, we
assume one more condition: the ping waveform remains unchanged or at least
changes predictably. We confirmed that most of the real-world lidar products
for autonomous applications would meet this condition. We could not find any
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product with a random ping waveform as part of the specification. This can be
cross-confirmed by measurements. We analyzed the Velodyne VLP-16 to confirm
that it has a consistent ping waveform, and we could also infer that the IBEO
LUX 3 had consistent ping waveform by examining the work of Petit et al. [30].

3.2 Attack Model

We list different models for the two types of attacks: saturating and spoofing.
This is because the required attacker capabilities are different for each.

Saturating: The attacker can inject an attacking light into the target sensor
remotely. The attacking equipment can transmit light, whose wavelength is the
same as that used by the target, with sufficient intensity to saturate the target
receiver. This includes the ability to aim and focus onto the target sensor.

Spoofing by Relaying: In addition to the ability to inject an attacking light
into the target sensor, the attacker can receive a signal from the target. Thus,
the attacker has both a receiver and transmitter to receive and inject.

Fig. 4. Lidars with curved reception glasses. Velodyne’s VLP-16, HDL-32E, IBEO’s
LUX Mini, and Quarnergy’s M8 (from left).

3.3 Saturating

As described in Sect. 2.2, saturating renders the victim sensor unable to reflect
the input signal changes. This line of attack is powerful, because saturation itself
is unavoidable. The victim systems can easily detect the attack2, but cannot
prevent the sensor from saturating. As the size of the sensor output curve’s
linear region is limited, irrespective of its size, its output will start to saturate at
a certain input strength. This also applies to lidars, and by exploiting it, attackers
can effectively perform DoS attacks. As the medium used for the attack is light,
saturating against lidars can also be called blinding.

Lidars can be saturated by exposing the target lidar to an intensive light
source with the same wavelength as that used by the lidar. We observed numer-
ous induced fake dots with a weak light source, and the complete blinding of
a certain direction with a strong light source. The effect of saturating will be
described and illustrated in detail, in Sect. 4.2. The following points are charac-
teristics common to the saturation attacks against lidars:

2 However, we could not find any function alerting the occurrence of saturation.
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Stealthiness against Drivers and Pedestrians: In order to not hinder
human driving and for eye safety, lidars use infrared (IR) lasers for their opera-
tion. The invisibility of the medium also assists stealthiness in saturating. Even
if the target lidar is saturated by a high-intensity IR light source, human drivers
and pedestrians would be unaware, rendering the attack effective.

Receiving Angle: As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, a wide receiving angle is not
essential for lidars to sense objects in the field of view. Therefore, lidar receivers
typically have much smaller receiving angles compared to the angle of view
(360◦ for the case of VLP-16) of the lidar. This can limit the effect of saturating,
because the attacking light comes from a certain direction, when the lidar is
rotating. As a result, saturating cannot affect target’s field of view universally,
but disturbs only a fan-shaped part of it; the angle of disturbance would be
proportional to the receiving angle. Referring to Eq. (2), the minimum receiving
angle for meeting the specification is sufficient to render saturating impractical.
In reality, however, we found that the receiving angles of lidars are much larger
than required, rendering them significantly more vulnerable to saturating, even
without adopting multiple light sources to widen the angle of disturbance.

Fig. 5. Speculations of how the oblique incidence of light onto a curved reception glass
induces fake dots in a direction different from that of the actual light source.

Curved Reception Glass: Due to the small receiving angles of scanning lidars,
it can only affect the sectors in the direction of the attacker. However, we found
that an oblique incidence of strong light onto the curved reception glass of VLP-
16 can cause the appearance of fake dots in directions other than that of the
attacking light source. In addition to VLP-16, there are several lidars with curved
reception glasses e.g. the Velodyne HDL-32E, IBEO LUX mini, and Quarnergy
M8 (Fig. 4). Although we are not 100% sure because we were only able to conduct
a non-destructive analysis, the above-mentioned occurrence is most likely due
to refraction or reflection on the curved glass surface. Figure 5 illustrates these
speculations. Fake dots in directions other than the direction of the attacker
can be a severe threat to the victim, because the detected points have different
significances according to their directions on roads. For example, an autonomous
vehicle should not be hindered by vehicles on the other lanes, even if they are
very close. Now assume the attacker vehicle is located slightly ahead of the
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Fig. 6. Attack scenario exploiting a curved reception glass. The attacker and victim
vehicles are heading the same direction, and the attacker obliquely illuminates the
victim’s lidar with a strong light source.

victim’s vehicle in the lane next to the victim’s; exploiting the above effect, the
attacker can generate fake dots in front of the victim, where nothing exists in
fact. Figure 6 depicts this attack scenario.

3.4 Spoofing by Relaying

Our approach for spoofing by relaying is basically the same as the principle used
in the relaying attack method proposed by Petit et al. [30]. In this work, however,
we also provide a method to generate fake dots closer than the attacker position.
This was listed as one of the limitations of the Petit et al.’s work. We first start
with the ideal process to understand how spoofing by relaying works in general,
then discuss the actual process.

Ideal Attack Process
Lidars measure distances by measuring the round-trip time of the flight of light.
A fired laser pulse flies until it meets an object, and is then reflected back to the
lidar. Ideally, the procedure for spoofing by relaying is to mimic this process:

1. Prepare an attack tool composed of a receiver, an adjustable delay component,
and a transmitter of the same wavelength as that used by the lidar.

2. Aim at the target lidar with the attack equipment.
3. Receive the target lidar pulse signal using the receiver.
4. Add the required delay using the delay component.
5. Fire a laser pulse back to the target lidar using the transmitter.

Theoretically, this process would induce only one fake dot, and the required
delay (di) in step 4 to generate a fake dot at a distance (l) can be determined as
follows. Let the distance between the spoofer and the victim lidar be ls; ls ≤ l
because we cannot add a negative delay. Therefore, di should be the delay, which
makes an echo appear l − ls further than the spoofer, i.e. the round-trip time of
light for the distance, l − ls. Using Eq. (1), it is derived as,

di =
2(l − ls)

c
(3)
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Although the basic procedure is as mentioned above, there are two other
points to be considered. One is the limited lidar receiving angle. Even if the
attacker fires attacking pulses to the victim lidar, they cannot affect the victim,
when the victim’s receiver is not facing the attack direction. Therefore, the
attacking pulse should reach the victim lidar, while it is still within the receiving
angle. The other is the lidar receiving time; as discussed in Sect. 2.1, lidars ignore
echoes with delays larger than a certain threshold derived from their range, i.e.
the maximum measurable distance. Only echoes that fall within the receiving
time can affect the measurement. This applies to the attacker also; therefore,
the attacker should fire back to the target lidar within the receiving time. For
example, VLP-16 has a range of 100 m, which results in a receiving time of
(2×100m)/(3×108 m/s) = 667 ns. Therefore, in order to affect the measurement
of the VLP-16, an attacker should fire back at least within 667 ns.

Actual Attack Process
Although theoretically, the attack process is as discussed above, the actual
process is quite different. First, the laser pulse from the lidar diverges. Accord-
ingly, the attacker receiver obtains multiple adjacent laser pulses; however, only
a part of these pulses exactly head in the direction of the receiver. This enables
the attacker to detect the target’s laser pulse a few PRTs (T ) in advance, com-
pared to the case where the laser pulses do not diverge at all. Next, irrespective
of how close the receiver and transmitter are placed in the attack tool, they are
apart by a certain distance. Let us assume that they are arranged horizontally;
as the horizontal resolution of scanning lidars are typically high, the laser pulse
heading to the receiver and the pulse to the transmitter is not temporally the
same. Consequently, there is a time difference (S) between the detection of a

Fig. 7. Actual attack process: As the lidar rotates, multiple laser pulses, temporally
separated by the PRT (T ), are first captured by the attacker receiver (①). Then, after
the actual required delay (da), the attacking laser pulse is fired (②). The graph below
displays the temporal arrangement of events.
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laser pulse by the receiver and the firing of a pulse toward the transmitter. Note
that the round-trip time of light would have almost no effect, because the speed
of light is much faster than the rotating speed of the lidar.

Owing to the above-mentioned phenomena, the required delay to induce a
fake dot at a certain distance differs from Eq. (3) due to the time differences,
T and S. Assuming that the receiver is illuminated by the lidar, before the
transmitter and denoting the signal processing/propagation delay as dp,

da = di + nT + S + dp (4)

The time differences (T and S) are compensated by adding them to the ideal
delay, because the delay component is triggered by the first received pulse. The
delay dp can be compensated likewise, because it is a constant delay which can
be measured in advance. Note that, n multiplied by T is for the case, where the
delay component is triggered multiple PRTs in advance. In addition, although
n, S → 0 as the distance between the lidar and the spoofer increases, attackers
can enlarge n and S by increasing the receiver aperture size and the receiver-
transmitter separation, respectively. Figure 7 illustrates this process. This can
be used for making a virtually negative-valued delay to generate fake dots closer
than the attacker location. Assuming that l < ls in Eq. (3), di becomes negative.
However, da will remain positive, because T, S � |di|.
A Notable Characteristics of Spoofing by Relaying Attack

– Stealthiness against Drivers and Pedestrians: As in saturating, spoofing
attempts are invisible to human eyes.

– Inducing Multiple Fake Dots: If the lidar rotates at a constant speed, an
attacker can generate multiple fake dots with one attack tool. This can be
done by periodically firing back the attacking pulses, immediately after the
first attacking pulse, with the same period as the PRT. The PRT of the target
lidar can be approximately derived from the specification, and then, minutely
adjusted by measurements. Let us denote the angular horizontal resolution of
the target lidar, whose rotating speed is constant, as rH [◦], and the update
rate as f [Hz]. Then, the theoretical interval between consecutive pulses can
be derived as follows:

1

/(
360
rH

× f

)
=

rH
360f

[s] (5)

Note that this is irrespective of the distance between the lidar and the
attacker.

– Receiving Angle: Similar to saturating, a small receiving angle limits the max-
imum number of fake dots inducible by a fixed spoofer. Therefore, to increase
the number of fake dots the attacker should utilize multiple transmitters.

– Curved Reception Glass: Although we did not experimentally confirm if spoof-
ing attack using refraction/reflection on the curved glass is possible because
we could not obtain a pulse laser source that was sufficiently strong, we expect
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the oblique incidence of a strong laser pulse to readily induce fake dots in sec-
tors, other than the direction of the attacker. If this is possible, it will expose
the victim vehicle to threats far more dangerous than that of saturating.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present equipment used and experimental setups for them.
In addition, experimental results are provided with figures. Note that further
details for the experiments, including videos and raw lidar packet capture for
the attack, can be found in the appendices.

Table 1. VLP-16 specification

# of Vert. Layers 16 Light Wavelength 903nm

Update rate 5/10/20Hz Angular resolution 0.1/0.2/0.4◦

(hor.) 2◦ (ver.)

Range 100m Field of view -15◦ ∼ 15◦ (ver.)
360◦ (hor.)

4.1 Experimental Setup

Target Lidar: We selected Velodyne’s VLP-16 [42] for verifying our attack
methods. It is the lightest and the latest in the product lineup, and targeted
for various mobile usages such as autonomous vehicles, UAVs, and robotics. Its
specification related to this paper, is summarized in Table 1. Note that, the VLP-
16 has an adjustable update rate and horizontal resolution, and they are in a
trade-off relationship. For our case, they were set to lower values: 5 Hz and 0.1◦,
respectively3. To check the effect of the attacks we required a visualizer for the
sensing result. We used Velodyne’s official visualization software, VeloView [27],
which visualizes the sensing result in real time by parsing the UDP packet stream
from VLP-16, and supports recording into pcap files and replaying them.

Attack Tool for Saturating: For saturating, only a light source is required.
We used a 30 mW, 905 nm laser module (≈ USD 40) as the weak light source,
and a power-adjustable 800 mW, 905 nm laser module (≈ USD 350) as the strong
one. Product names and pictures can be found in the appendices.

Attack Tool for Spoofing: The attack tool is as depicted in Fig. 7. We used an
OSRAM SFH 213 FA (≈ USD 1) photodiode (PD) with additional comparator
circuitry for the receiver4, and an OSRAM SPL PL90 (≈ USD 16) pulsed laser
diode (PLD) with a PCO-7110-40-4 (≈ USD 300) PLD driver from Directed
Energy Inc. Note that, both of the PD and the PLD are not standalone; the
PLD driver is required to generate the high-current pulses, essential for firing
the laser pulses. For the delay component, we used an Agilent 33250 A function
generator with external-trigger mode in the burst n-cycle pulse output setup.
3 Raw packet captures for 10 Hz & 0.2◦ can also be found in the appendices.
4 Its detailed circuit diagram is given in the appendices.
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Fig. 8. VeloView output during expo-
sure to a weak light source. Fake dots
are observable only in the direction of
the light source. The maximum angle
between the dots was measured to
be 20◦.

Fig. 9. VeloView output during obli-
que exposure to a strong light source.
Fake dots are observable in a direction
other than the light source.

4.2 Saturating

For saturating, we illuminated the VLP-16 with the aforementioned light sources.
As mentioned in Sect. 3.3, invisible light is one of the strengths of this attack.
Thus, we used an IR viewer [32] to aim the light.

Weak Light Source: When the lidar was illuminated by a weak light source,
we could observe numerous randomly-located fake dots, as depicted in Fig. 8.
Because the experiment was conducted in a basement, every dot outside the
room perimeter is apparently fake. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, induced fake dots
were observed only in the direction of the light source. We suppose that the
overall increase in the noise floor due to the injected light is the cause of the
induced fake dots. The VLP-16 seems to have an absolute threshold for detecting
echoes, and the raised noise floor might almost reach this threshold, causing the
noise fluctuations lead to numerous fake dots.

Strong Light Source (Direct): We switched the light source to a strong
one, and directly illuminated the lidar. We discovered that the lidar became
completely blind in a sector, in the field of view (Fig. 10). We could also observe
multiple fake dots as in the case of the weak light source and a severe degradation
in the received signal strength in the direction of illumination.

Strong Light Source (Oblique): We obliquely illuminated the lidar, and
observed fake dots in a direction other than that of the light source, as in Fig. 9.
We also experimentally confirmed that curved glasses can change the incoming
direction of the obliquely incident light. Details can be found in the appendices.
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Fig. 10. VeloView output before (left) and after (right) exposure to a strong light
source. We placed a metal plate (41 × 42 cm2) in front of the lidar.

4.3 Spoofing by Relaying

We performed spoofing by relaying using the attack tool described in Sect. 4.1.
We first aimed the attack tool on the lidar to receive its pulses. When the
incoming pulses are captured by the PD, the comparator converts them into a
series of 5 V pulses. Then, these pulses are fed to the function generator, which is
triggered by the first received pulse. The function generator waits for a predefined
delay, and transmits a predefined number of copies of the output pulse to the
PLD driver. Finally, the PLD driver lets the PLD fire laser pulses as signaled.

To induce multiple fake dots (Sect. 3.4), the intervals between the output
pulses have to be matched to the PRT of the target lidar. Although the PRT
can be derived using Eq. (5), the real value subtly varies. We analyzed the target
lidar signal and found that the best approximation was 55.296μs, whereas the
theoretical value was 55.556μs. We observed that the measured PRT remained
the same over time and over various distances between the spoofer and the lidar.
After determining the actual PRT, we encountered a problem in applying it as
the output pulse interval. The smallest supported PRT of the PLD, OSRAM SPL
PL90, was only 100μs; therefore, to circumvent this problem, we set the output
pulse interval as double of the actual PRT, 110.592 = 2 · 55.296μs. Then, we
measured the delay da; it was determined by setting the cycle—a function gener-
ator parameter to determine how many times the output pulses will be repeated
after the inserted delay per a trigger—value to one, and gradually increasing the
delay parameter of the function generator until a fake dot appeared. When the
distance between the spoofer and lidar was approximately 5m, the delay was
measured to be 663.3μs. We could also conclude that the ping waveform of the
VLP-16 was only a single laser pulse; else, we could not have observed any fake
dot. Once we observed a fake dot by a single pulse, we gradually increased the
cycle value. However, no matter how large the cycle was, no more than ten fake
dots were observable. This may be because the receiving angle of the VLP-16
for the PLD used is approximately 2.0◦ 5, which corresponds to ten fake dots6.

5 This is considerably smaller than the case in Fig. 8. The differences in the light source
strength and beam diameter may be the cause.

6 As we fired attacking pulses for every two target lidar pulses, 10 · 2 · 0.1◦ = 2.0◦.
Note that 0.1◦ was the horizontal resolution of VLP-16 then.
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Figure 11 shows the induced fake dots. Note that this scheme works outdoor
under sunlight. Refer to the appendices for the details.

In Sect. 3.4, we present a method by which an attacker could induce fake
dots closer than the spoofer. To confirm this, we gradually reduced the value
of da until the induced fake dots were located between the spoofer and the
lidar. Figure 12 displays the induced fake dots located between the spoofer and
the lidar. The lidar-to-spoofer distance and the delay were 12 m and 1.959μs,
respectively.

We note that the exact value of da is not essential for inducing fake dots. In
reality, a sufficiently large cycle would suffice. We observed multiple fake dots,
when the cycle was set as 30, even with the delay parameter of the function
generator set as zero. This is because whenever the cycle is increased by one, it
is equivalent to adding a delay of 2·PRT. With the zero delay of the function
generator, no delay other than dp will be added. Therefore, the total delay for
the m-th pulse will be just 2mT + dp from Eq. (4). At a certain value among
m’s (denote it m′), the relation, 2m′T + dp ≈ da = nT + S + dp, satisfies, which
is equivalent to inducing a fake dot with di = 0 in Eq. (4). From that on, the
pulses will start inducing fake dots.

Fig. 11. VeloView output of the multi-
ple induced fake dots.

Fig. 12. VeloView output of the fake
dots closer than the spoofer. Note that
the redder a dot, the closer it is to the
lidar.

5 Discussion

5.1 Practical Consideration for Attack Deployment

Aiming Problem: Aiming is one of the main obstacles in deploying attacks in
practice. When the target vehicle moves, the attacker has to track the target
lidar with the attack tool. However, advanced attackers may circumvent this
difficulty by adopting the following approaches: Lidars are typically located at
a fixed position on the vehicle, i.e. on the center of the roof or on the corners.
Further, there are many cases on the road, when vehicles run straight with a
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constant speed. Therefore, an attacker may mount the attack tool on a vehicle
with an accurate motorized mount, and deliberately follow/precede the target
vehicle such that the relative speed becomes zero. This can render the situation
almost similar to a stationary case. Next, attackers may adopt an optical system
such as a beam expander [24] to widen the attacking beam width or spread the
beam with an appropriate optical system such as concave lenses for a flashlight-
like effect. Note that in this case, the decrease in light intensity due to expansion
does not affect the effectiveness of the attack, because lidars are designed to
mainly sense reflected lights, considerably weaker than direct illumination. Even
if a weak light intensity matters, attackers can utilize stronger light sources.
Attackers can also install a trap on the road. With the attacking transceiver
installed and calibrated in advance, the attacker can render the problem similar
to a stationary case, because the speed of the victim vehicle is considerably
slower than the rotating speed of the lidar and the speed of light.

Parameter Setting: Unlike in laboratory, attackers do not have access to the
target sensor output, in reality. Therefore, the attacker cannot determine the best
parameters for the attack tool. However, this would not be a serious issue because
of the following reasons: First, most vehicles are mass produced, and are identical
in terms of their sensors. Therefore, the attacker can obtain multiple types of
vehicles, and analyze them to acquire the essential information for deploying
the attacks, e.g. the PRT(s) and lidar position(s). Further, a precisely calibrated
attack tool will work, regardless of the circumstances, and this calibration can be
done in advance. Because real echoes and intentionally generated attack pulses
are indistinguishable, spoofing by relaying will work as long as the transmitter
and receiver are suitably aligned in the same direction. With such a calibrated
attack tool aimed at the victim lidar, the only variable is the distance between
the attacker and the target vehicle, which the attacker can measure by adopting
additional sensors.

5.2 Potential Countermeasures

Redundancy and Fusion: If a vehicle is equipped with multiple lidars having
an overlapping field of view, the effect of saturating and spoofing can be miti-
gated to a certain extent. However, this directly increases the cost, and is not
a definitive solution because attackers can blind multiple lidars simultaneously.
Besides, it is also not easy to detect spoofing, when fake dots are induced in
non-overlapped zones. Likewise, the fusion of multiple types of sensors cannot
be an ultimate solution either. Radars [44], cameras [30,44], and ultrasonic sen-
sors [44] have all been revealed to be vulnerable to either blinding/jamming or
spoofing.

Saturation Detection: As discussed in Sect. 3.3, attempts to intentionally sat-
urate a lidar can be easily detected, and the victim vehicle can adopt fail-safe
mode. For example, it can abandon sensor outputs from the direction of the
attack and move to the roadside, while slowing down. However, the victim will
be unable to drive because saturation itself is inevitable. Further, on crowded
roads, the fail-safe maneuver might rather endanger the victim vehicle.
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Reducing the Receiving Angle: According to the calculation and measure-
ment in Sects. 2.1 and 4.3 respectively, the receiving angle of VLP-16 (2.0◦) is
considerably larger than the minimum required size (0.0048◦) for meeting the
specifications. Therefore, reducing the receiving angle can mitigate the effect
of saturating and spoofing. Both the angle of the region blinded by saturation
and the maximum number of inducible fake points by spoofing can be reduced.
However, reducing the receiving angle is not easy, because it is in a trade-off rela-
tionship with the lidar sensitivity [25]. Further, it would be difficult to reduce
the receiving angle to the minimum required value due to the design margins.

Random-Direction Pinging: Transmitting pulses in random directions can
mitigate the effect of spoofing, because it is no longer possible to induce mul-
tiple fake dots by a single spoofer. However, it is practically difficult to apply
this approach to current lidars with rotating scanners. Randomly rotating the
scanners will severely degrade the reliability and durability of the lidar. Even
current lidars have reliability issues due to their moving parts [1]. Further, the
update rate, a key performance figure, will be reduced.

To avoid the problem of random rotation, lidars may maintain the current
scan-by-spinning but transmit pulses at random instants. However, this will
directly lead to update rate decreases. Lidars using this approach should spin
faster to reach the required update rate, which may again lead to reliability
issues. Currently, in our opinion, the best cost/performance effective mitigation
against the induction of multiple (closer) fake dots is to electrically perturb
PRTs while keeping the rotating speed constant. Such slightly perturbed PRTs
will not severely degrade the performance/reliability, but will effectively prevent
the attacker from predicting pulse-firing instants blocking aforementioned two
types of threats.

Randomizing the Ping Waveform: Transmitting pulses with randomized
waveforms and rejecting pulses different from the transmitted one can fundamen-
tally prevent spoofing from inducing fake dots closer than the spoofer. Further,
this also can help mitigate inter-lidar interference. Approaches of this type have
been intensively studied for military radars [26]. However, this cannot prevent
all spoofing attempts, because attackers can still induce fake dots further than
the spoofer location.

Mitigating Curved Glass Effects: The best approach for removing unwanted
effect of the curved reception glasses is to get rid of them. Indeed, several lidars
(e.g. IBEO LUX 2010 and Velodyne HDL-64E) do not have them. Even if curved
glasses are essential for the operation, designers may mitigate their adverse
effect by carefully selecting glass materials or designing glass curvature so that
obliquely incident attacking light cannot reach central receiving structures.

5.3 Other Points

Fatality of Induced Fake Dots: Unlike the case of the IBEO LUX 3 [30],
where it was possible to generate many fake dots spanning 30◦ approximately,
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only up to ten fake dots were induced in the VLP-16. As previously noted, the
ten fake dots correspond to an object 2.0◦ wide. This may not appear important
initially, but its significance cannot be underestimated; for example, the size of
an object spanning 2.0◦, 55 m away from the lidar would be 1.9 m wide, which
is almost as wide as most vehicles. As per the data from UK Department for
Transport [39], 55 m is the braking distance for a car driving at 60mph. Because
the braking distance is the distance required solely for braking, even autonomous
vehicles have no room for checking the authenticity of the observed dots, but
need to immediately activate emergency braking or evasive maneuvers. Such
sudden actions are sufficient to endanger the surrounding vehicles.

Increasing the Number of Induced Fake Dots: As revealed in the exper-
iment, the number of fake dots by one attack tool is limited due to the size of
the receiving angle. However, by adopting multiple attack tools, they can be
increased. Further, attackers can also induce a larger shape to the victim lidar
by orchestrating multiple attack tools.

Comparison with the Previous Work: Although we have improved upon
the previous work in many aspects, there are a certain issues that have not been
dealt with or were inferior in the outcome. However, we emphasize that the target
lidar was different; as noted before, the IBEO LUX 3 was used in the previous
work, whereas the Velodyne VLP-16 was used in our case. We did not deal with
the induction of multiple dots in a single direction. VLP-16 has three modes of
operation: last, strongest, and dual. Among the three, only the dual mode allows
up to two dots per direction; the other two modes permit only one dot. Therefore,
for the last and strongest modes, inducing multiple dots in a single direction was
fundamentally impossible. For the dual mode, to induce two dots in one angle,
two attack pulses should not deviate more than 667ns. However, as discussed in
Sect. 4.3, this small deviation was not possible under our single-PLD setup due
to the smallest supported PRT of the PLD used. As Petit et al. used the same
single PLD, the operation scheme of IBEO LUX 3 seems to differ from that of
VLP-16. Further, we did not deal with the tracking/recognition of the induced
fake dots. This was because Velodyne does not provide such a functionality for
any of its products, whereas IBEO does, and there were no suitable alternatives.
Finally, as previously mentioned, the difference in the spanning angle of the
induced fake dots seems solely because of the difference between the receiving
angles of the two lidars. If the receiving angle of LUX 3 had not been that large,
it would not have been possible to observe such a wide span of the induced dots
because the transmitter was also fixed in the previous work.

6 Related Work

Automotive Security: With the abrupt increase in the proportion of electron-
ics in modern vehicles, vehicles are no longer safe zones against hacking threats.
Since Koscher et al. first demonstrated the feasibility of vehicle hacking [16],
numerous researchers have discovered vulnerabilities in vehicular networks and
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control units [18], demonstrated the feasibility of remote hacking [5,19], and
even the hacking of real vehicles [20]. To cope with these new threats, var-
ious approaches have been proposed as defensive measures [6,7,13,18,22,41].
However, most works in this field focus on compromising and defending the
structurally vulnerable control area network buses. In comparison, researches on
vehicular sensor security are rare, despite its criticality for (semi-)autonomous
vehicles. We have already discussed the contributions and limitations of Petit
et al. [30] in Sect. 1; this work was the first in revealing that the vehicular sen-
sors for autonomous driving can be easily tempered by external stimuli. Another
notable work is that of Yan et al., who performed a comprehensive security analy-
sis on environment perception sensors mounted on a real vehicle, the Tesla Model
S [44]. They succeeded in jamming and spoofing the ultrasonic sensors, and only
in jamming the mm-wave radar. They also demonstrated, like Petit et al., that
cameras are extremely vulnerable to exposure to a strong light source. However,
the lidar was not dealt with, because the Model S does not have one. Finally,
Shoukry et al. spoofed an anti-lock braking (ABS) sensor, another vehicular sen-
sor that is a type of magnetic encoder [35]. They installed an attacking actuator
next to the target sensor, and canceled the legitimate magnetic field from the
sensor by emitting its reverse waveform. Then, they added the spoofing wave-
form, and it was injected without any disturbance. By simulation, they showed
that by this attack, the ABS system would be unable to brake properly.

Sensor Attacks: Park et al. caused a medical infusion pump to over/under
infuse fluids by injecting an IR laser to its drop sensor [29]. They illuminated
the receiver of the drop sensor to render it unable to sense any fluid drops,
which in turn led to over-infusion. To the best of our knowledge, this was the
first attempt at inducing a critical high-level malfunction by saturating. With a
side channel attack, Son et al. incapacitated a flying drone by inducing massive
fluctuations in the gyroscope outputs with acoustic stimuli [37]. Trippel et al.
further developed this idea over a DoS attack; they succeeded in controlling an
RC car driven by a smartphone’s accelerometer output, only with the injection
of acoustic stimuli to the MEMS-based accelerometer [38]. Finally, as an example
of transmission channel attack, Foo Kune et al. injected fake sensor outputs by
inducing EMI to the wire connecting an analog sensor and an amplifier [9]. They
demonstrated that this can be exploited to induce malfunctions in implantable
medical devices such as pacemakers and cardiac defibrillators.

Defenses against Sensor Attacks: To counter the aforementioned threats
to sensors, several approaches have been proposed. Shoukry et al. proposed an
active sensor spoofing defense scheme called PyCRA [36]. This is a spoofing
detection scheme that detects spoofing attempts by turning off the active sensor
transmitter at random instants such that the attacker cannot react to the sud-
den changes. When the sensor is attacked, the spoofing signal can be detected
because no incoming signal is expected. However, the PyCRA cannot be applied
to lidars or radars because it assumes the channel between the transmitter and
receiver to be fixed, whereas lidars and radars have continuously changing chan-
nels because targets can be located anywhere. Further, Shin et al. pointed out
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that the PyCRA has a critical problem to be applied to analog-digital sys-
tems [34], because it can either lead to an arms race between the attacker and
the defender or requires too many resources to be secure. For redundancy and
fusion, most works in this field focus on sensor reliability/precision enhancements
rather than on the security; relatively fewer works focus on security [15,21,28].
However, redundancy and fusion have limitations, as discussed in Sect. 5.2.

7 Conclusion

Lidars are undoubtedly one of the core sensors in autonomous vehicles. Being
the eyes of safety-critical systems, such as cars, their reliability is critical and
cannot be compromised, because it can endanger human lives. In this work,
we have presented and experimentally verified two types of attacks that can
severely degrade the reliability of lidars. Although we have listed many mitigative
approaches in the discussion, they are either technically/economically infeasible
or are not definitive solutions to the presented attacks. We do not advocate the
complete abandonment of the transition toward autonomous driving, because we
believe that its advantages can outweigh the disadvantages, if realistic adversarial
scenarios are appropriately mitigated. However, such considerations are currently
absent; therefore, automakers and device manufacturers need to start considering
these future threats before too late.
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